The Anderson Master of Accounting degree prepares students with or without accounting backgrounds to be experts in areas such as taxation, information assurance, auditing, finance, fraud and managerial accounting. With individualized attention from the MACCT staff and professors as well as specialized courses like the CPA prep course, students obtain the skills and analytical thinking to become CPAs and leaders in their field.

**QUICK FACTS**

- 33 credit hours
- 18 + month program
- In-person weekday evening classes
- Three Tracks: Accounting and Assurance, Tax, and Professional

**MACCT BY THE NUMBERS**

- Average Age: 33
- Minorities in Program: 51%
- Women in Program: 63%

---

**STUDENT PERSPECTIVE**

*DEISY RUIZ, MACCT 2019*

Associate
PricewaterhouseCoopers

The MACCT program is fantastic. The curriculum, professors and resources offered paved my success to becoming a CPA. Additionally, the job opportunities Anderson brings to their students is extraordinary. I cannot think of a better program. Thanks to Anderson, I began my career at PricewaterhouseCoopers in Denver.
Our programs incorporate the skills that today’s employers desire and include “hot” topics such as data analytics and fraud examination. Whether you are seeking the additional course credits needed to sit for the CPA exam or looking to start your career in accounting, our MACCT will help you achieve your goals.
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